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Are you still wondering or clueless about Bitcoin? Do you know Bitcoin has been thriving robustly as

a digital currency for more than eight years? Large companies such as Microsoft, Tesla, and other

small businesses are accepting Bitcoin as a legit mode of payment for their products. Don't you

want to know why? You can't simply ignore this phenomenon. Not anymore. Bitcoin is here to stay

and now is the time for you to get familiar with it. Discover everything you need to know about

Bitcoin and how you can make more money with Bitcoins without the complexities in this quick and

easy to understand guide. Don't you want to know how you can benefit from Bitcoin, not just using it

for payment but as a form of investment? Don't you want to know how Bitcoin can possibly change

your lifestyle? All your important Bitcoin questions will be answered here.
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It's hard to take this book seriously when it's printed in the year 2017 and only 18 pages in it

contains the following statements:"[...] for every successful verfication and addition of a transaction

on the Bitcoin network, a user is rewarded with 25 Bitcoins"Did the author mean 25 satoshi? Even

then, it feels strange to just throw out a number there and it does not say "this is an example"."You

have to install the wallet on your computer to conduct transactions on the Bitcoin network"Obviously

you do not and the author doesn't mention eg. exchanges until a few pages later. Very confusing.

Most people who trade bitcoin and alternative cryptocurrencies have seen how volatile the markets



can be, making it difficult to keep track of your profit / loss across all bitcoin markets and exchanges.

I picked this guidebook to know & learn more about this topic and this read fulfilled my expectation. I

got my so many questions answers from here.Throughout this read I have come to know about how

to use Bitcoin, DOS & DON'T of using it. Here I have found various straight forward guides, effective

techniques and helpful tips of mastering on it. The author has done an excellent job and described

everything so clearly. If want to know or if you have any interest about this topic then I will definitely

prefer this book to you for reading. Because in this guide we will walk you through setting up your

very own cold storage wallet. Before diving into the process just grab & read this book entirely.

At only 75 pages of 12-point, double-spaced font, this book can be read in an hour. It reviews the

basics of bitcoin and cryptocurrency, such as where to get a wallet and where to buy your first

bitcoins, at a level for rank beginners. It does a reasonable job at these goals - however, there's

very little beyond what is available on the web at bitcoin.org or weusecoins.com. The book takes a

stab at explaining how the blockchain works, but would probably confuse a non-techincal person,

while not having the rigor to satisfy a techincal person. A section on compromise algorithms used on

blockchain was completely confusing. Later in the book, it suddenly dives into a click-by-click

installation guide for encrypting files on Dropbox.If you've read the above resources on the web, it's

unlikely you'll learn more from reading this book.

This book gives you a great reading adventure in the world of cryptocurrency systems. It will enrich

your knowledge about Bitcoins - how it works, its uses and benefits. With this book as your guide,

you will have a good grasp on the things you need to know on this book. This really make sense in

a digitized world.

As cryptocurrency becomes more widely accepted as another legitimate type of monetary system, I

knew I have to educate myself more about it. As a beginner in the topic of bitcoin, I understood the

explanations of the author. This good and simple introduction will help me get started in case I

become interested to really pursue it in the future.

If you don't know anything about bitcoin- this book is for you. Very elementary.

Short, bitcoin seems like a pain for day to day transactions. bimetalism seems to be more secure

still but book was concise



Digital currencies are becoming the new way of making money and making your long term

investments and what comes to my mind is going back to the pioneer folks and think of an

investment that will help me to be more positioned to gain in this seemingly great future opportunity
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